
Questions to Prompt ePortfolio Peer or Instructor Feedback: 

 

Formative feedback is an important aspect of scaffolded assignments. These questions can 

prompt students to reflect, review, and revise their work-in-progress. Consider using these 

questions to guide office hour appointments or students’ written reflections, or adapting them 

and including them with a basic rubric for a crit or peer feedback session. Ensure that students 

have sufficient time to revise their ePortfolio after they have received this preliminary feedback.  

 

- Can you tell me a bit about the decisions that you’ve made so far? 

- What audience are you targeting your ePortfolio for? (If they don't know--recommend 

using ePortfolio as an archive or repository. Looking over their own work can help 

students to see what they’ve learned over time, and can help them to figure out where and 

how they may wish to focus their attention in the future) 

- Can you tell me about why you chose the headers that you have chosen? (If they have 

separated academic, work, personal, ask if they considered grouping by theme or skill [eg 

writing, visual art, service] so the ePortfolio reflects what they do rather than where they 

have done work) 

- Have you looked at any of the example ePortfolios? What did you like, and what have 

you found inspirational?  

- For text-heavy pages: have you thought about how you might bring in more visuals here? 

Or use font changes (eg bolding) to make the page easier to scan quickly? 

- How will your instructor find any work that needs to be graded?  

- Will your organization scheme also make sense for a broader audience—people who 

weren’t a part of your class? Or, if you have chosen to make your site private, can you 

describe your thinking behind that choice?  

- How will you show examples of your work, your experiences, your accomplishments 

across your degree?   

- How will you highlight particularly significant examples of your achievements for 

potential employers?   

 


